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Summary
In linkage analysis, when the lod score is maximized over multiple genetic models, standard asymptotic
approximation of the significance level does not apply. Monte Carlo methods can be used to estimate the
p value, but procedures currently used are extremely inefficient. We propose a Monte Carlo procedure
based on the concept of importance sampling, which can be thousands of times more efficient than current
procedures. With a reasonable amount of computing time, extremely accurate estimates of the p values can
be obtained. Both theoretical results and an example of maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) are
presented to illustrate the efficiency performance of our method. Relations between single-model and
multimodel p values are explored. The new procedure is also used to investigate the performance of
asymptotic approximations in a single model situation.

Introduction
While it is well known that linkage studies of complex
disorders are fraught with difficulties (Risch 1990),
the rapidly increasing numbers of polymorphic DNA
markers are an irresistible lure to those seeking to un-

tangle the genetics of such disorders. The problems
associated with linkage analysis of complex disorders
may include variable age at onset, incomplete penetrance (or totally unknown mode of transmission),
and diagnostic uncertainty. A variety of methods have
been developed for linkage analysis of disorders exhibiting one or more of these problems (for discussion,
see Ott 1990, 1991), but a common approach is to
conduct linkage analysis using a sufficient number of
models and/or diagnostic schemes to insure that a true
linkage is not missed. A number of simulation studies
have demonstrated that this can be an appropriate
strategy, although it is widely recognized that the standard levels of significance cannot have the same meaning under such an approach. Risch (1991) and Weeks
et al. (1 990a) have offered alternative approaches to
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assessing the significance of evidence for linkage which
has been obtained after multiple models and/or diagnostic schemes have been used in linkage analysis.
Risch (1991) suggested subtracting logioT from the
maximum lod score obtained after examining T
different models or diagnostic schemes, an idea first
proposed by Kidd and Ott (1984). This approach,
which we will refer to as the conservative adjustment,
is simple to apply and is intuitively appealing. However, it may be too conservative if the number of diagnostic schemes and/or models examined is big and if
many of the models are quite similar (e.g., have
slightly different penetrance values). Weeks et al.
(1 990a) suggest a simulation approach. A marker similar to the one providing evidence for linkage is simulated to be unlinked to disease in the pedigrees providing evidence for linkage, and the resulting pedigree set
is analyzed using each of the model and diagnostic
schemes from the study. This simulation process is
repeated many times, to obtain an empirical estimate
of the p value of the observed maximum lod score.
This procedure, while not difficult to implement, has
the disadvantage of being time-consuming.
We propose here a simulation method based on importance sampling (Hammersley and Handscomb
1964). Rather than simulating from the null distribution with 0 = .5, we simulate from an alternative with
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0 = 0*<.5. With an appropriate choice of 0*, this
method is much more efficient than the strategy of
Weeks et al. (1990a). The increase in efficiency is on
the order of 10Oldadi, where lodadi is the appropriately
adjusted lod score. This means that for lodadi around
3, our method is about 103 times more efficient. In
addition, a straightforward extension allows the determination of the power of the pedigree set under
whatever assumptions are desired (authors' unpublished results). Thus, with this approach it would be
possible (a) to do one set of simulations at the start of
the study, to determine the power to detect linkage
under whatever assumptions, with respect to mode
of transmission and diagnosis, that the investigators
deem valid and then (b) to use that same set of simulations, once a purported linkage has been found, to
determine an appropriate correction for the significance level of the maximum lod score obtained.
In the sections that follow, we provide the general
theory for our approach to implementing importance
sampling and provide details on the simulation procedure. We offer theoretical calculations showing both
how robust the approach is and the relative efficiency
of our approach in comparison with simulation from
0 = .5. Because of the efficiency of our procedure,
we were able to examine some related questions in a
reasonable amount of computing time, including (1)
the deviation of the actual p value from the large sample approximation when a single model is used, (2) the
concept and procedure of analysis conditioned on the
marker data of the founders, and (3) the relationship
between p values computed for individual models and
the p value resulting from a multimodel analysis.
These issues are addressed in the context of an example pedigree segregating for maturity-onset diabetes of
the young (MODY). Linkage between MODY and a
DNA marker at the ADA locus in this pedigree has
been reported by Bell et al. (1991a); in these linkage
analyses two genetic models and two diagnostic
schemes were considered, yielding a maximum lod
score of 5.25.
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P(YA,YD) = PO,M(YAIYD)PM(YD)

(1)

where 0 is the recombination fraction between the disease and marker loci and where M denotes the model
governing the disease data. The latter usually corresponds to a specification of the mode of inheritance,
penetrance, allele frequencies, and diagnostic scheme.
Let Mt, t = 1, . . , T, be the multiple models under
consideration. In theory, the disease data YD can provide information about M. However, because the ascertainment conditions leading to the data are often
poorly specified, it is safer, as proposed by Weeks et
al. (1990a), to do the inference conditioned on the
disease data YD. In other words, the joint likelihood
function of 0 and M is defined as

L(0,Mt)

=

PO,Mt(YAIYD)

(2)

instead of equation (1). Let lod, and At, t = 1, . . .
T. be the lod score and likelihood-ratio statistic for
individual models, or

lodt

=

logioAt
maxoo<.s[L(0,Mt)]
L(0 = .5,Mt)

Define the multimodel lod score (mlod) as mlod =

logioA, where
A =

maxo<o4.s,1lv

T[L(0,Mt)]

maxl,4KT[L(0 = .5,Mt)]

is the standard generalized likelihood ratio (Rice
1988). Notice that the individual lod scores lodt are
the same whether the likelihood function is defined by
equation (1) or equation (2), because the term PM(YD)
cancels. However, this is not the case for A and mlod.
On the basis of equation (2), since L(0 = .5, Mt) =
P(YA) for all the models, it can be easily shown that

mlod = max[lodt] .
I<t T

Material and Methods
General Definitions and Description of the Approach of
Simulating from 0 = .5
Let the observed data be y = (yA,yD), where YA and
YD denote data on the marker and on the disease, respectively. For simplicity, we will assume that only
the data of a single marker are involved. The joint
distribution of YA and YD can be written as

,

(3)

The same relationship does not hold if the likelihood
is defined as in equation (1).
The p value of the null hypothesis Ho:0 = .5 is
Pr(mlod>mlodobsI0 =.5). The distribution of mlod
under Ho is determined by the marginal distribution
of YA. Because of the multiple models considered, the
standard asymptotic approximation to the p value
does not apply in this situation. Moreover, even with
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a single model, asymptotic theory may lead to a poor
approximation of the p value (see Ott 1991). An alternative is to estimate the p value, denoted by P. by
Monte Carlo procedures described below.
Let po(mlod) denote the distribution of mlod under
Ho:0 = .5. Then
P =

Z
mlod

po(mlod)I(mlod;nlodobs) = Epo(I(mlod>mlodobs))

,

should be avoided. As a generalization of equation
(4), we have
P
mlod

=

po(mlod)I(mIod>mIodobs)

P(mlo) I(mIod>mIodobs)P *(mlod)

mlodp *(mlod)

(4)

po(mlod)

p

where I denotes the indicator function. So, if we draw
k independent samples mlod(1), . , mlod(k) from
the distribution po(mlod), then

*(mlod)

I(modmodobs)

This means that, if independent samples mlod(1),
mlod(k) are drawn from the distribution
p*(mlod), then

k
=
-

ImlodW>m1odobs)

_l ~~k

P = R = -RU),

kj=i

is an unbiased estimate of P. This is the method suggested by Weeks et al. (1990a), where they simulate
lod scores by sampling multiple copies of YA, denoted
by YA( ), . . , yA(k), independent of YD. Note that the
random indicator functions I(mlod(j)>m~odobs) are, in effect,
Bernoulli trials with probability P of being 1. Hence,
the variance of P is equal to P(1 - P) / k. Since our interest is in very small P. it is the coefficient of variation
(SD divided by the mean) of P, Cp, which is the appropriate measure of precision. For small P.

=VP(1-P)

ii

For CP to be 1, which may be far from acceptable
precision, k has to be equal to 1/p. In linkage analysis,
to adjust for the high prior probability against linkage,
the p values of interest are usually very small. It is
apparent that the Monte Carlo method described so
far is very inefficient in estimating small p values.
Importance Sampling

As an alternative, we propose a much more efficient
procedure for estimating P. a procedure that is based
on the idea of importance sampling (for an earlier
application of importance sampling in genetics, see
Ott 1979). Let p*(mlod) be any distribution of mlod
whose support includes the support of po(mlod). In
other words, while the exact probabilities can be
different, any realization of mlod possible under
po(mlod) is also possible under p*(mlod). For example, any lod score which can be obtained in a simulation under 0 = .5 can also be obtained under 0 < 0*
< .5. This is, however, not true for 0* = 0 and hence

where
Rj)

-

Po(mlodU())lddb

p

(mlodU())

is an unbiased estimate of P. In the special case that
P* = P0, P reduces to P. Note that, to implement the
importance sampling procedure, it is necessary that (i)
the distribution p*(mlod) is easy to draw from and
(ii), given a simulated value mlod(j), RU) (or the ratio
po(mlod(j))/p*(mlod(j))) can be computed. A suitably
chosen p * (mlod) can lead to an estimate P whose variance is drastically smaller than that of P for the same
sample size k and hence is much more efficient. Our
proposal here is to simulate the marker data from a
mixture
1 T

EP(YA |YD. 0 = Ot*, Mt.)
(S)
Tt=l
where 06, t = 1,... , T, are some chosen values of 0.
By equation (5), each model has equal probability,
1 / T, to be chosen. While this is convenient and robust, it is not necessary to sample the models equally,
and it can be more efficient to use alternative sampling
strategies; for further discussion, see Appendix B. For
each j, simulating RU) from p *(.) involves first deciding which model to simulate from. Once the model is
decided to be say, Ml, we simulate YAU) from P(YAI
YD,07, Ml) by using an extension of the standard peeling algorithms (Ott 1989; Ploughman and Boehnke
1989; Kong 1991). Compared with simulating from
po, simulating from p$ is substantially more complicated but not much more time-consuming. The latter
p*$(YA )

=

-
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is because the result we get by peeling the pedigree by
using a particular model can be used for simulating
multiple sets of marker data. As a consequence, the
amount of computation spent on simulation is negligible compared with the computations needed to determine the mlod for each of the simulated data sets. Our
experience is that the computing time for simulations
is less than 1% of the total computing time. (More
details concerning computing time and computer software are given in Appendix A.) For a given set of
simulated marker data yA(j), to get the corresponding
mlod(j), we have to compute, by peeling,

P(YA(j)IYD, 0, Mt)

(6)

for all combinations of models and recombinationfraction values. This is the part which is most computationally intensive, but we note that these same computations have to be done even if we are simulating
from po. Finally, if lod(j) > lodobs, then we have to
compute

RU)

=

PO(YA(J))

P Y )

(7)

where P*(yA(j)) is as defined in equation (5). Since we
can use the results computed in equation (6) to get
equation (7), we get RU) basically for free. To summarize, the computations needed to process each simulated sample YAU) are identical whether the simulations are from po or from p -.
On the basis of the theoretical results presented in
the next subsection, the O's should optimally be chosen so that the simulated lod scores lodt() are drawn
from a distribution whose median is equal to or
slightly bigger than mlodobs. For t = 1, . .. , T. let 6t
be the maximum-likelihood estimate of 0 under model
Mt. an estimate that is based on the actual observed
data. Without loss of generality, suppose that M1 is
the model which actually maximizes the lod score. In
that case, 0* can be chosen to be O1. For the other
models Mt. t > 1, simulating with 0* = 6t will in general not be optimal. This is because the median of the
simulated values lodt(j)'s will be close to lodtbs, which
is smaller than mlodobs. This suggests that, for t>
1, 0; should be chosen to be smaller than Ot. To determine the optimal 0;'s may require some trial and error.
However, as demonstrated by the theory in the next
subsection, the procedure is very robust, and much
efficiency can be gained without having the optimal
0*'s. It is sufficient to have 0*'s that are not too far

away from the optimal ones, and this is usually not
difficult to do.

Theoretical Calculations on Robustness and Efficiency of
Importance Sampling
To study the efficiencies of the Monte Carlo estimates, we begin by considering the simple situation
where a single model is under consideration. Define
the likelihood ratio as
A

=

maxo<oe1[L(0)]
L(0 = .5)

(8)

Let 0 denote the maximum-likelihood estimate of 0.
To make it easier to draw on established results in
asymptotics, 6 is allowed to be >.5 here (and also in
equation [8]). The lod score is then
lod

=

log1oA if 64.5;
0

otherwise.

On the basis of standard asymptotic theory, the X2
statistic, defined as 2logeA, has approximately a %2
distribution with 1 df under Ho:0 = .5. Following Ott
(1991), we define

4l 2logeA
- -l2-logeA

if 0 .5;
if 0>.5.

Then Z is asymptotically distributed as a standard
normal under Ho. For lod > 0, we have the relations
Z=
=

2*loge,10*lod
Z2
14.605'lod and lod= 4.605

(9)

We will use equation (9) to switch back and forth
between scales, because it is often more convenient to
do the mathematics with respect to Z. Suppose Zobs
= 1/4.605 * lodobs = a>O, so that the one-sided p value
is PrHO(Z>a). Let po(z) = P(ZIYD, 0 = .5) and p*(z) =
P(ZIYD, 0 = 0*) for some value 0* which may or may
not be .5. Let ZU),j = 1, . . ., k, be independent
samples drawn from p*(z). Define

RU) - PP0(ZU))I(Z)>a)
*(ZU))(Za

(10)
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Var(R(j)) = E(R(j)2) - E2(R(j))
= eb2 (D- a - b) 02( a)

The sample mean R is an unbiased estimate of P =

PrHO(lod>lodobs) = PrHO(Z>a). Let b be the median of
the distribution p* (z). For 0* < .5, we can expect b to
be >0 and to increase as 0 * decreases. To study the
behavior of the estimate R, we make two simplifying
assumptions:

_

and

=Var(R(j)) _

C

p0(Z) is distributed as N(0, 1),
(1 la)
the standard normal;
p *(Z) is N(b, 1), the normal distribution
with mean (median) b and variance 1. (1 ib)

As mentioned earlier, assumption ( 1 a) is true asymptotically. In general, p *(Z) will be skewed, and the
variance will differ from 1. However, as long as 0* is
not too close to 0, we expect that these deviations from
normality with variance 1 will be moderate and not
have a big impact on the results we are going to obtain.
The results from the MODY example are consistent
with this expectation. Following assumptions (1la)
and (lib), equation (10) becomes

-

E(R(j))

eb24D( - a - b) _ -2( a)
D( - a)
-

(13)
For a given value of a, let bt be the value of b which
minimizes equation (12) and, hence, equation (13).
By taking the derivative and setting it to zero, we can
show that bt is the root of

2bt

-

4(a +b1t)

(D(-a-bt)

and E(R(j)) = P = 1 -¢(a) = ¢(-a), where 0(
denotes the cumulative distribution of the standard
normal. To find the variance of R U), we start by noting
that

where k(* ) is the density function of the standard normal distribution. In general, it can be proved that bt
is always slightly bigger than a for a > 0. Table 1 gives
the values of bt for a = 3.03, 3.72, 4.29, 4.80, and
5.26. Note that these values of a correspond to lod
scores of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively, because of
equation (9). By applying equation (9), table 1 also
gives lodt, the lod scores which correspond to bt. For
example, this means that if we are interested in the p
value which corresponds to lodobs = 3, then the optimal procedure is to simulate data from a distribution
p*(lod) such that the median of p*(lod) is -3.22.
Since R is the sample mean of the RU)'s, the coefficient
of variation of R is

E(R(j)2) _exP[

CRz = 1 CR,),

zxj7u)2~
2
]

RU)

L

=

Z)-b)2
1(ZU),>a) exp:[ (ZUJ)
-b)2]

2z1

(
exp 2
eP[ -z(z

E(RU)2

-b)2jd

1

=
=

eb2

21 (12)
XJi 0[
exp[ -(z 2+b)2 + bjdz

=e2j<

a+b

exp [ ] dz

eb2[1 - (D(a + b)]

= eb2 D( a

This implies that

b).

2

(14)

where k is the sample size. For a given value of a, let
Ct be the value of CR,) with b = bt. Similarly, let CO
be the value of CR(j) with b = 0. Note that b = 0
corresponds to the situation when the samples ZU)
are simulated from po(z), the distribution under Ho.
Values of Ct and Co are given in table 1. Also given
are values of (Co/CT)2, which, because of equation
(14), is the appropriate comparison of efficiency. For
example, suppose we are interested in the p value corresponding to lodobs = 3. To get estimates of the same
precision, simulating from po will take a sample size
>2,000 times that required if the samples are drawn
from the optimal p * instead. The results become more
extreme for larger lod scores (or smaller p values).
For a given value of lodbs, let OT be the value of 0
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Table I
Theoretical Results on Efficiency and Robustness
lodobs

a ........
bt ........

lodt ........
Ct ........
C0

........

(C./Ct)2 ......
(bL,bU).........
(IodLIodU)
....

2

3

4

5

6

3.03
3.18
2.20

3.72
3.85
3.22

4.29
4.40
4.20

5.26
5.35
6.22

1.83

2.04

2.19

29
251
(1.66,4.71)
(.60,4.81)

100
2,403
(2.30,5.40)
(1.15,6.33)

335
23,399
(2.84,5.97)
(1.75,7.74)

4.80
4.90
5.21
2.33
1,125
233,127

such that the median of P(ZIYD, 0 = Oft) is equal to bt.
Apart from lodobs, the value of OT also depends on the
pedigree structure and yD. In general, it is unrealistic
to assume that Ot is known. Hence it is important to
investigate how much efficiency will be lost because
of sampling from a suboptimal 0*. Suppose P(ZIYD,
O = 0*) has median b instead of bM. Define (bL,bU) as
the range for b such that CR(j)/ CT < 2. In other words,
if b lies between bL and bU, the procedure is, at most,
four times less efficient than the optimal. The results
are displayed in table 1. The corresponding ranges
(lodLlodU) are again computed by applying equation
(9). Note that the ranges are all very wide, implying
that we can get very efficient estimates as long as we
are not simulating too far from the optimal distribution. For example, suppose lodobs = 3. Simulating
from a distribution p *(lod) which has median 1.15 or
6.33, which are quite far from the optimal median of
3.22, will still produce an estimate 600 times more
efficient than simulating from po. From our experience, which is also supported by the theory presented
here, the procedure produces acceptable results as
long as the fraction of simulated lods bigger than
lodobs is 10%-90%. On the basis of the investigator's
understanding of the data, it should not be difficult to
choose a 0* which falls within the acceptable range.
Furthermore, if necessary, we can start by simulating
a sample of moderate size, say 100, by using some
initial value 0*. The results can then be used to pick
a new value of 0 * for future simulations which usually
will be quite close to Ot. Indeed, this initial data set
may already exist if power calculations have been done
prior to the collection of the marker data (authors'

unpublished results).
The theoretical results on efficiency are meant to be

2.44

3,727
2,333,131
(3.77,6.94)
(3.09,10.46)

(3.32,6.48)
(2.39,9.12)

used as a guideline only. In practice, efficiency can be
reduced because of deviations from assumptions (1 1 a)
and (1lb). In particular, the intervals (bL, bU) can be
narrower than those presented in table 1. In addition,
there can be efficiency loss if multiple models are considered and if the samples are drawn from the mixture
distribution (5), although our experience is that the
efficiency reduction due to the consideration of multiple models tends to be small. More discussion of this
issue is given in Appendix B.
Conditioning on Marker Types of Founders

It follows from definition (2) that the inference on
0 is, so far, done conditioned on YD. In general, let
(yA1, yA2) be some partition of YA and define
Lcond(0,M)

=

PO,M,(YA2JYA15yD)

as the likelihood which conditions on both YD and yA1.
In theory, using Lcond for inference is just as valid as
using L in definition (2). The potential problem is that,
if too much is being conditioned on, the remaining
data, YA2, may not carry enough information about 0.
For example, ifyAl = YA, then Lcond becomes a constant
function which is completely uninformative. To prevent from conditioning information away, let (yA1,
yA2) be a partition of yA which satisfies

PO,M,(YA IYD) = C,

(15)

where c is a constant which does not depend on 0 or
Mt. In other words, YA1, by itself, does not carry any
information about the parameter 0. A sufficient condition for satisfying equation (15) is if yA1 contains data
on individuals who are not genetically related, such as
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the set of founders. Given a partition (yAl, YA2) which
satisfies equation (15),
Lcond(,Mt) = POMt(YA2IYA1,YD)

POMt(YA1 ,YA2IYD)
PO,Mt(YA1 IYD)
1
= -PO,Mt(yA I YD)
C
=

-L(OMt)I
C

where L(O,Mt) is as in definition (2). Since Lcond(0,Mt)
and L(0,Mt) differ only by a constant multiplier, various lod scores, such as mlod and lodt in equation (3),
will stay the same if L(6,Mt) is replaced by Lcond(0,Mt)
in their definitions. However, the conditional p value,
defined as
pcond

=

Pr(mlod.mlod~bSoysIyD0 = .5),

will, in general, not be equal to the unconditional p
value
P

=

we simulate samples of yA2 conditioned on yAl and yD.
So equation (5) is replaced by

ZT P(YA21YA1,YD,0= OtMt) . (16)
p*(yA2) = 1 t=l
-

We do want to point out that the optimal Ot's for simulating from equation (5) are not necessarily optimal
for simulating from equation (16). This is because the
distribution of the simulated lod scores can be quite
different, depending on whether we condition on yAl.
We will discuss this further in the next section, using
the MODY example.
Apart from what we considered as the estimation of
a more appropriate p value, simulating from equation
(16) as opposed to equation (5) has the following computational advantages: (1) Because more is conditioned on, the peeling algorithms run faster. (2) With
appropriate conditioning, the theory behind the
Monte Carlo procedures works better. The coefficient
of variation of the p-value estimate is smaller than
in the unconditional case. We do emphasize that the
statistical reasons supporting the superiority of the
conditional p value and the computational advantages
are two completely different issues.

Pr(mlod>mlodobsyDO = .5)

which had been considered previously. As long as
equation (15) is satisfied, it is often argued that the
conditional p value is more appropriate statistically
because it is more relevant to the observed data (e.g.,
see Cox and Hinkley [1974] on the topic of ancillary
statistics). For example, the informativeness of the
pedigree depends in part on the proportion of founders
who are heterozygous. The distribution of mlod is
different given different configurations of the founder
marker genotypes. The distribution of mlod without
conditioning on any marker data is a mixture of all
these different distributions. Proponents of conditional inference, including us, argue that the distributions of mlod under founder genotype conditions very
different from the observed one are irrelevant for determining the p value of the observations. In practice,
to the extent that the marker genotypes being conditioned on are not too unusual given the allele frequencies of the reference population, we do not expect the
two p values to be very different.
To estimate pcond by the Monte Carlo procedure,
everything discussed in this paper so far applies. The
only difference is that yAl is treated as fixed and that

Results
The RW Kindred

The RW pedigree (Fajans 1989), partially displayed
in figure 1, segregates for MODY, and its members
have been studied prospectively for 635 years. Although MODY is generally characterized as an autosomal dominant disorder, there was one female
member of the pedigree who had an affected parent
and an affected child but who herself was not affected.
Therefore, in linkage studies of this pedigree, we considered the possibility that the succeptibility for
MODY was not fully penetrant. Susceptibility to
MODY was assumed to be due to an autosomal dominant rare allele (with frequency .0001); in one model,
susceptibility was fully penetrant in males and highly
penetrant in females (.95), while, in a second model,
penetrance was .8 in males and .6 in females. While
the age at onset of MODY is, by definition, generally
young, the age at diagnosis may be considerably later.
In members of the RW pedigree followed prospectively from childhood to young adulthood, the age
at onset is 8-22 years. Many older members of the
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pedigree were found to be diabetic at whatever age
they were first tested. Since MODY may follow a benign course for some years, the true age at onset of
such individuals is unknown. In addition, in a pedigree
as large as the RW pedigree (114 individuals), a disease
as common as diabetes is quite likely to occur in some
members of the pedigree, independent of a susceptibility to MODY. We therefore considered two diagnostic
schemes. Under the strict diagnostic criterion, individuals with NIDDM (non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus) diagnosed before age 25 years were considered to have MODY; individuals with NIDDM diagnosed after that age were considered to have unknown
affection status. Under the loose diagnostic criterion,
all individuals with NIDDM were considered to be
affected with MODY. Under both criteria, individuals
with impaired glucose tolerance were assumed to have
unknown affection status. We therefore conducted
analyses using two genetic models and two diagnostic
schemes. This leads to a total of four models: M1
loose criterion, high penetrance; M2- loose criterion,
low penetrance; M3 strict criterion, high penetrance;
and M4- strict criterion, low penetrance. The rationale for the genetic models, as well as a summary of
the proportion of the human genome we excluded,
have been given by Bell et al. (1 991 b). The description
of the finding of linkage between MODY and the ADA
locus on human chromosome 20q has been summarized by Bell et al. (1991a). The lod scores and maximum-likelihood estimates are 01 = .27 and lod1 =
-

-

2.03;

02 =

.21 and lod2

=

2.39;

03 =

0 and lod3

=

5.25; and 04 = 0 and lod4 = 4.85; and mlodobs =
5.25. In response to comments from a reviewer, simulation studies as described by Weeks et al. (1 990a)
were conducted to determine an approximate correction for having used multiple models and diagnostic
schemes in the analyses. However, it has been noted
explicitly by Bell et al. (1991a) and Cox et al. (1992)
that the strict diagnostic scheme was developed and
examined in response to some of the preliminary linkage results, and it is not possible to make an adequate
correction for ad hoc changes in the diagnosis. The

time-consuming nature of those simulations prompted
the consideration of alternative approaches to the general problem of correcting p values for having considered multiple models. We consider the application of
the approach we describe to the example of MODY
to be a useful and convenient illustration, but we find
the compelling evidence that the initial results were
"real" to be that the subsequent data collected on the
pedigree (new members and an additional ADA

marker) have more than doubled the initial lod score
(Cox et al. 1992), and additional pedigrees segregating for MODY appear to be linked to the ADA locus
(Froguel et al. 1992).
The importance sampling procedure is applied to
the MODY data set, starting with the inference without conditioning on any marker data. Samples are
simulated from mixture (5) and k, the sample size, is
taken to be 1,000. Although the theory we have derived is based on sampling from mixture (5), in practice we simply simulated 250 samples from each of the
models. In theory, doing it this way should slightly
decrease the variance of the estimate, but the effect
will be negligible. Our main reasons for doing that are
as follows: (1) It is slightly simpler computationally.
(2) In studying the behavior of the importance sampling procedure, it is convenient to be able to identify
from which model a sample is actually drawn. Although it is known from which model a sample is
drawn, for each sample, the lod scores are computed
for all four models. The 0 values chosen for simulations are 01 = .11,01 = .1, 0 = .01,and04 = .01.
In the case of M3 and M4, 03 = 04 = 0. but, as previously noted, it is not a good idea to simulate from
0 = 0, because some configurations of marker data
will never be simulated that way. This violates the
necessary condition for importance sampling-i.e.,
that the support of p* has to include the support of p.
Thus, we chose a small, but nonzero, value for the
simulations. The values of 01 and 01 were chosen on
the basis of the following reasoning: Since 01 = .27
and 02 = .21-but lod1 and lod2 are only 2.03 and
2.39, respectively-we need to simulate from values
of 0 which are substantially <.27 and <.21. Because
the pedigree is very large and is much more informative
under Ml and M2 than under M3 and M4, 01 and 01
should be substantially bigger than 01 and 0*. Finally,
01 is chosen to be slightly bigger than 01, because the
pedigree is slightly more informative under M1 than
under M2. This is the information that we based our
choice on, and no preliminary simulations were done.
For each sample j, j = 1, . . . , 1,000, let lod,(j),
t = 1,2,3,4, be the lod scores computed based on
individual models, and let mlod(j) = max,[lodt(j)].
The first 250 of the 1,000 samples are drawn under
Ml, the next 250 samples are drawn under M2, etc.
To see whether the 0*'s were chosen appropriately, we
computed

median[lod,(j)]
l<j<250

=

6.15;
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median[lod2(j)]

= 4.01;

median[lod3U)]
so1eft7so

= 6.54;

251je.500

0
0.%
aa

median [lod4j)] = 4.90;

0

751($1 ,000

CD

median[mlod(j)] = 5.39 .

C,

c

ij41,OOO

0

Although these medians deviate somewhat from what
are considered optimal, they are within the acceptable
range. Let
W()

=

Po(YA(j))
p*(YAj))

(17)

where p*(yA(j)) is as defined in equation (5). Note that
w(j) is usually referred to as the importance sampling
weight. So

RU)

=

I

W(J)I(niod)y)>nmodobs)

.

(18)

Define the sample coefficient of variation as CR(,) =
SRU)/R, where s denotes sample SD. For mlodobs taken
to be 5.25, P = 1.97x 10-6, and CRU) = 3.70. So
CR = 3.70/11,000 = .117. An approximate 95%
confidence interval for P is
1.97x 10-6X [1 +(2x .117)]
= (1.51 x 10-6,2.43 x 10-6).

Here we can approximate Co by Co = Al- p)/P =
712, so that the gain of efficiency over simulating from
po is estimated to be (CO/CRU))2 = (712/3.70)2 =

37,000.
To explore the robustness of our procedure, we consider mlodobs values other than 5.25. Figure 2 and the
upper graph in figure 3 display logio (R) (the solid line)
and CR(j) for mlodobs = 2-8.5. For comparison, the
smooth curve in the upper graph in figure 3 is compared on the basis of equation (13) and by letting b =
4.98 = ,4.605 x 5.39, where 5.39 is recalled to be
the median of the simulated mlod(j)s. While it is comforting to see that the importance sampling procedure
works very well for a wide range of mlodbs, it is also
clear that CRUj) is, on average, 35% bigger than the
theory would have predicted. In addition, while we
expect CR(j) to be a smooth function of mlodbs, the
curve of CRU) is quite ragged, with many observable
jumps, when the figure is read from right to left. To
investigate this further, the upper graph in figure 4
-

8
7
6
5
4
Multi-model lod score
Logio of the estimated p value as a function of the
Figure 2
multimodel lod score. The unbroken line corresponds to results
when no marker data are conditioned on, and the dotted line corresponds to results when known founder marker genotypes are conditioned on.
2

3

plots logiowU) against mlodU). Note that, when we
estimate the p value corresponding to a certain value
of mlodobs, all the points on the left of mlodobs have
RU) = 0. For the points on the right of mlodobs, RU)
= WU). According to the theory developed earlier for
a single-model situation, all the points should fall on
a sharp curve, in the sense that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between mlod and w. Sampling variation is only supposed to affect on which part of the
curve the points fall and should not lead to deviations
from the curve. Since the theory is only approximate,
and since we are in a multimodel situation, the slight
fuzziness of the curve seen in the upper graph in figure
4 is not unexpected. (Although it looks like a straight
line, it is really a curve.) However, there are a bunch
of points which stand out distinctly above the curve.)
Because wU) is plotted in the logio scale, these points
have weights which are substantially bigger than the
weights of other points which have comparable values

of mlod. They are hence very influential in the computation of R and CR&) for values of mlodobs which are
slightly smaller than they are. Indeed, the jumps we
see in the upper graph in figure 3 correspond exactly
to these outlying points. The reason behind the existence of these outlying points will be more apparent
after we perform the conditional inference.
We repeated the entire analysis, this time conditioning on yA1 which consists of marker genotypes of 14
founders (of a total of 26 founders) who are either
directly observed or can be deduced from their descendants in the original data set. Samples are drawn from
the distribution given in equation (16). The 0 values
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Multi-model lod score
Sample coefficient of variation of R(j), CR(j), plotted
of the observed multimodel lod score. The upper graph
contains results for the case when no marker data are conditioned
on, and the lower graph corresponds to results when known founder
marker genotypes are conditioned on. In both cases, the smooth
curve is what is predicted by the theory.
Figure 3

as a function

Figure 4
Scatterplots of logio[w(j)] against mlod(j), j = 1,
1,000. The upper graph contains results for the case when no
marker data are conditioned on, and the lower graph corresponds to
results when known founder marker genotypes are conditioned on.
...

median [lod4j)]

=

5.43;

=

5.23.

7516<j1,000

median[mlod(j)]
chosen for this simulation are 01 = .150, 02 = .10,
03 = .05, and 0; = .02. These values are chosen on

the basis of both our experience with the previous
simulation and our understanding that the marker genotypes of this particular set of founders are more
informative than "usual." The latter has the effect of
increasing the median of mlod(j) for the same values
of O's. The new simulation gives

median[lodU)]

=

5.25;

median[lod2U)]

=

4.81

=

5.30;

1<$<250

;

251 6$500

median[lod3(j)]
so14j<7so

1j6$1,000

All of these are very close to optimal. Note that, compared with the previous simulation, although the value
of 04 is increased from .01 to .02, the median of the
lod4U)s has actually gone up. The new samples also
givePcond = 1.94 10 6andCRU) = 2.34. An approximate 95% confidence interval for pcond is
x

1.94 x 10- X [1 + [2 (2.34/ 1
= (1.65 x10 -6, 2.23 X1 0-6).
x

)]]

The dotted line in figure 2 plots logio (R) against
mlodobs. Note that the solid line and the dotted line are
right on top of each other for mlodobs of 3-6.5. This
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implies that, for lod scores from the RW pedigree in
that range, (i) P and pcond are very close to each other
and (ii) the sampling error of the procedures is small.
Obvious differences for small and large values of
mlodobs are partly due to true differences between the
two p values and partly due to substantial sampling
errors. The lower graphs of figures 3 and 4 are the
analogues of the upper graphs in figures 3 and 4, respectively. The smooth curve in the lower graph in
figure 3 is again computed on the basis of equation
(13) and by letting b = 4.91 = 14.605 x 5.23. Note
that the curve CR(,) is a lot smoother than before and
agrees very well with the theory for mlodobs values of
3.5-8. Compared with the upper graph in figure 4,
the lower graph in figure 4 has a much smaller number
of outlying points, and their deviations from the main
curve are also slightly smaller. This explains why CR(j)
is so well behaved. There is also a simple reason
why, for mlodobs values <3.5 and >8.0, the simulations do significantly worse than predicted by
the theory. The theoretical results are derived on
the basis of the simplifying assumption (11b), or
var(N/4.605 x mlod(j)) = 1. In this case the sample
variance is only .75, substantially <1. This implies
that the distribution p* is underdispersed and so does
not cover a wide range as well as predicted. The results
are, however, more than acceptable. Note that, in this
case, the gain in efficiency, over that for simulating
from Po for mlodobs = 5.25, is estimated to be (Co/

CR(j))2

=

(712/2.34)2

=

92,000.

The theoretical results on the performance of the
importance sampling procedure are derived on the basis of the simplifying assumption that each of the simulated data sets is equally informative for estimating 0.
In actuality, this is not the case. For example, in an
extreme case where the simulated marker genotypes
of all the founders are the same and homozygous, the
data set contains absolutely no information about 0.
In general, the informativeness of a pedigree depends
highly, although not entirely, on the marker genotypes
of the founders. When the simulations are done without conditioning on any founder marker genotypes,
the informativeness of the data varies from sample to
sample. As a result, the performance of the procedure
is adversely affected. In the second simulation where
the marker genotypes of most of the founders are
fixed, the variability decreases, and the procedure performs better.
Inflation and Adjustment of p Values Because
of Multiple Testing
For t = 1, . . ., 4, let PN(x) = PrH0(lodtx) be p
values for individual models expressed as functions of

x, and let P(x) = PH0(mlod>x) be the multimodel p
value. From the Bonferroni inequality, we have
4

4

or P(x )/(z P(x))<
41
P~)4ZP,(x),
t=l1~

for any value of x. Here we study the behavior of the
ratio

4

P(x)

E1 P,(x)

t=

as a function of x. Note that the Monte Carlo samples
generated for estimating P(x) can also be used to estimate P,(x). For t = 1, . . . , 4 andj = 1, . . . , 1,000,
define R t() = I(0od)>x)WU). Then Pt(x) = Rt() are unbiased estimates of Pt(x) for t = 1, . . . 4. Using the
samples generated for the conditional inference, the
upper-left graph in figure 5 plots
P(x)
4
EZP(x)
1

t=

as a function of x. Note the obviously increasing trend.
For x = 8, the ratio is -.9, which means that the
multimodel p value is very close to the sum of the
single-model p values. The ratio is smaller for smaller
values of x, but it is still close to .8 for x = 5.25. To
investigate this further, we define

lodI2

=

lod34

=

max[lod1,lod2],
max[lod3,jod4]

and

P12(X)

=

PrHo(lodl2>x),

P34(x) = PHo(lod34>x) .
Both P12(x) and P34(x) can again be estimated by using
the same Monte Carlo samples. The upper-right and
both lower graphs in figure 5 plot the ratios P12(x)/
[Pi(x) + P2(x)], P34(x)/ [P3(x) + P4(x)], and P(x)/
[P12(x) + P34(x)], respectively, as functions of x. The
upper-right and lower-left graphs are very similar to
the upper-left graphs. The lower-right graph is distinctly different. Even for a lod score as small as 2, the
ratio is very close to 1. This means that the difference
between models derived from different diagnostics is
much bigger than the difference between models de-
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Lod score
Figure 5

Various relationships of the different

rived from the same diagnostics, but with different
values. This is not surprising for this particular example; the two diagnostic schemes lead to
quite different patterns of affecteds in the pedigree,
whereas the two genetic models only differ by a moderate amount in the specification of the penetrance
value.
For an observed data set, we define lodadi, the lod
score adjusted for multimodel testing, as the value
which satisfies
penetrance

P(mlodobs)

=

average[Pt(lodadi)]
T

E2 Pt( lOdad)
t=1

T

In the MODY example, using P and PA in place of P
and Pt, lodadi is estimated to be 4.77, which means that
mlodobs is adjusted downward by 5.25 4.77 = 0.48.
For comparison, the conservative adjustment mentioned in the Introduction gives logio T = logio 4 =
-

p

values (estimated)

0.60. In general, the difference between

our

adjust-

ment and the conservative adjustment depends on how
different the models are, or, more specifically, on the
ratio
P(mlodobs)
4

E Pt(mlodobs)
t=

1

When the models are all very different from each other,
the ratio will be very close to 1, and the two adjustments will be very similar. On the other hand, when
the models are not that different, so that the ratio is
far from 1, our adjustment will be substantially
smaller than the conservative one, especially when Tis
large. Also, unlike the conservative adjustment, which
only depends on T, our adjustment also depends on
the value of mlodobs. For instance, in the MODY example, if the value of mlodobs is 3.5 instead of 5.25, then
lodadi is estimated to be 3.09. The adjustment is reduced to 0.41. This is because, as demonstrated earlier, the ratio
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P(mlodobs)
4

Z Pt(mlodobs)
t= 1

is smaller for smaller lod scores. Of course, while our
simulation procedure is very efficient, the amount of
computing time is still substantial, especially when T
is large. In comparison, the conservative adjustment
requires zero computing time and is adequate for situations where we can afford to be conservative. In some
cases, a procedure which can be interpreted as a hybrid
between our standard procedure and the conservative
adjustment can be applied, saving a significant amount
of computing time. This hybrid procedure is described
in the second half of Appendix A.

Deviations of p Values from Asymptotic Approximations
In a single-model situation, the p-value estimate
based on asymptotic approximation is

P(lodobs)

= 1 -4(44.605 x lodobs)
=

1( - 14.605 x lodobs).

The deviation of P from the actual P can be substantial
(see Ott 1991), especially when the data set is small,
and is almost always anticonservative, meaning that
P < P. This deviation depends both on the pedigree(s)
structure and on the value of lodobs. Using model 4 of
the MODY data set as an example, figure 6 plots the
ratio P4(x)/ P(x) as a function of x. The approximation
P4(x) is obtained on the basis of a similar importance
sampling procedure. A sample of size 4,000 is drawn
from model 4 only, conditioning on known founder
marker genotypes. To make sure we cover the whole
range from 2 to 8.5 well, 2,000 samples are drawn

.
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Lod score
Relationship between the actual p value (estimated)
Figure 6
and that based on asymptotic approximation.

with 0* = .01, and the other 2,000 samples are drawn
with 0 * = . 10. All 4,000 samples are treated as though
they are independent samples drawn from an equal
mixture of the two distributions P(YA2IYA1,yD,0= .01)
and P(YA2IYAI,YD,0 = .10). From figure 6, we see that,
as x increases, the ratio P4(x)/P(x) increases and then
decreases. The asymptotic estimate is anticonservative
(ratio >1) for x = 2-7 and becomes conservative (ratio
<1) as x becomes >7. The ratio drops to 0 when x is
8.5. This is because the maximum achievable lod
score for this set of data under model 4 is 8.5. However, it is not appropriate to say that P(x) is conservative for a lod score of, say, 9, because such a lod score
will never be observed. The asymptotic approximation is truly conservative for the range 7-8.5. This
again is a consequence of the fact that different simulated data sets contain different amounts of information about 0. To get a lod score >7, not only does 0
have to be 0, but the data set has to be more informative than usual. Finally, in this example, the ratio
P4(x)/P(x) never becomes >2. This is mainly because
we have a rather large pedigree; larger deviations are
to be expected for smaller pedigrees.
-

-

Discussion
We have demonstrated that importance sampling
can be utilized to produce good estimates of p values,
in a reasonable amount of computing time. The potential advantage of using importance sampling in this
setting has also been recognized independently by Ott
and Terwilliger (1992). The procedure described in
the present paper can be implemented easily by using
existing computer software. The procedure is efficient
and flexible enough to allow us to explore other features of the multimodel problem, in addition to the
estimation of p values. One point we want to emphasize is that a single Monte Carlo sample can be used
for many purposes. Indeed, we have demonstrated

that the problem of power calculations and p-value
evaluations can all be done on the basis of one simulation (author's unpublished results). Moreover, Ott
(1991, p. 192) has suggested simulating marker data
with 0 < .5 after the computation of the lod scores to
check for the plausibility of the observations under the
alternative. In summary, we hope that the reduction
of computing time will encourage more detailed analyses.
In a wider sense, with the increase of available computing power, Monte Carlo methods in general are
becoming more popular (see Thompson and Wijsman
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1990; Lange and Sobel 1991). The method of importance sampling can often be used in parallel with other
techniques, such as Gibbs sampling and the EM algorithm, for genetics problems very different from those
considered in the present paper. Its potential usefulness should not be overlooked.
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Appendix A
Computing Software and Computing Time
The implementation of the importance sampling procedure is straightforward. For each of the samples
drawn, the likelihoods can be computed by using any
of the standard computer programs, such as LINKAGE or LIPED. The simulations can in theory be done
by using SIMLINK (Ploughman and Boehnke 1989)
or SLINK (Weeks et al. 1990b). We have our own
program, named "PLINK" and written in C, which
integrates the simulation process and the likelihoodcomputation process into one. The program is available free of charge to anyone interested (contact A.
Kong-email address: kong~galton.uchicago.edu).
Our program, running on a SUN SPARC STATION 2, was used to produce all the results presented
in this paper. The simulation time is negligible compared with the time spent on evaluating the likelihoods. Because of our interest in investigating the finer
aspects of the procedure, for each sample and each
model, we computed the likelihoods for 20 values of
0: .000, .010, .020, .035, .050, .075, .100, .110,
.125, .150, .175, .200, .225, .250, .275, .300, .350,
.400, .450, and .500. For most applications, it is not
necessary to evaluate likelihoods on such a fine grid;
a more standard grid of eight points (0, .01, .05, .1,
.2, .3, .4, and .5), together with 0, is adequate. Because of the four models, 4 x 20 = 80 likelihood
evaluations are needed for each sample. With k =

1,000, a total of 80,000 likelihood evaluations were
done for each of the two big simulations. For the first
simulation, where we did not condition on any marker
data, our program produced 13 likelihood values/
min, which translates to -4 d of computing time.
For the second simulation, where we conditioned on
marker genotypes of many of the founders, we were
able to get 55 likelihood values/ min, which translates
to 1 d of computing time. The precision of the
p-value estimates we obtained with k = 1,000 is probably not needed in most applications. Indeed, a sample
of size 250- or even 100- will probably be adequate
for most situations. Finally, we note that the overall
sample size k usually does not have to be increased
when the number of models, T, increases. However,
the amount of total computing time is a multiple of T,
because each sample has to be analyzed under all T
models. In some situations where the models can be
partitioned into groups such that models in different
groups are really very different from each other, a lot
of computing time can be saved, with little effect on the
estimates, if we only evaluate likelihoods for models
which belong to the same group containing the model
used to simulate that particular sample. For example,
consider the MODY data set. Suppose we put M1 and
M2 into one group and put M3 and M4 into another
group. For the first 500 samples which were actually
simulated under M1 and M2, suppose the likelihoods
are only computed for M1 and M2 to obtain lodl2(j).
Define
-

W12() =

2 X pO(yA2())
+ P(YA2(i)IYAl YD, 0= 0,M2)
=
0,M1)
P(YA2(j)IYAlYD,0

Then

S12 =

500Z S12Uj),

where
S12J)

=

I(Iodl2(j)>x)Wl2U), X

=

mlodobs

is an unbiased estimate of P12(x). Similarly, let the 500
samples actually drawn from M3 and M4 be processed
to produce S34, an unbiased estimate of P34(x). Since
(P12(X) + P34(x)) > P(x), S12 + S34 is a biased estimate of
P(x). Since the bias is positive, this estimate is conservative in a probabilistic sense. By letting x = 5.25,
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we get S12+S34 = 1.95x 10-6, compared with the
unbiased estimate P(5.25) recalled to be 1.94 x 10-6.
Hence, in this case, one-half of the computing time
can be saved, with nearly no effect on the estimate.
This approach can be considered as a hybrid between
our standard procedure and the conservative adjustment. Obviously, without actually computing P(5.25),
we cannot be sure that the two estimates are actually
so close. It is interesting that, with a little more computing time, we can get an estimate that bounds
P(5.25) from below. For the 500 samples drawn from
Ml and M2, in addition to the likelihoods computed
for M1 and M2, suppose we also compute P(YA2()IYAI ,
YD, 0 = 03, M3) and P(yA2&)IYA1, YD,O = 04,M4), where
0* and 0* are the 0 values used to generate the other
500 samples. This allows us to compute w(j) as defined
in equation (17). Suppose the analogue is done for the
other 500 samples simulated from M3 and M4. Define
R'(j) = W(j)I(lod12X>x) forj = 1, . . . , 500, and define
R'(1) = Wj)I(1od34U)>x) forj = 501, . .. , 1,000. Obviously R'(j) < R(j), the latter as defined in equation
(18). So R' K R. For x = 5.25, R' is computed to be
1.93 x 10-6. The idea is that, with a little more than
half the computing time, we can get both (S12 + S34)
and R'. In this case, the two are so close that further
computations are obviously not necessary. In other
situations, where the two estimates are not that close,
the extra computations can be done to evaluate
P(5.25). This is the flexibility that importance sampling provides.

Appendix B
Potential Loss of Efficiency, Because of
Sampling from a Mixture
When multiple models are considered and the samples
are drawn from mixture distribution (5), the efficiency
of the procedure can be reduced. This potential loss
of efficiency depends on how the models vary from

each other. Obviously, if the models are practically
identical in the sense that they have the same rejection
region, then there is no efficiency loss. This, however,
does not mean that there will be efficiency loss if the
models are completely separate (i.e., have nonoverlapping rejection regions). As a purely mathematical example, consider a two-sided test where we are interested in Pr(Z>a or Z6-a) = 1-4>(a)+ (-a) =
2¢( -a). Here Z is again assumed to be a standard
normal random variable. Suppose we simulate Z(j), j
= 1, ... , k, from a probabilistic mixture of N(b, 1)
and N( - b, 1) with equal weights; that is,
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exp[ - (z- b)2 + exp

P*(Z) = 12,t

-

b)2
(z]+

2

Define
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Clearly, E(RU)) = 24( - a) and, following steps similar to equation (12), we have
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-

b) (D2(- a)
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a
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(Al)

But the right hand side of equation (Al) is the same
as equation (13), so the procedure is just as efficient
in this case. It is interesting that loss of efficiency due
to the consideration of multiple models apparently is
related mainly to how much each model contributes
to the p value. By "contribution" we mean the reduction of the p value if a model is not being considered.
Note that the contribution of a model depends not

only on the model itself but also on the other models.
For example, suppose three models A, B, and C, are
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under consideration. If A and B are very similar and
are very different from C, then the individual contributions of A and B are small compared with that of C.
Or we may say that the joint contribution of A and B
is equal to that of C alone. In this case, the optimal
strategy is probably to simulate marker data from a
mixture distribution with weights of .25, .25, and .50,
corresponding to models A, B, and C, respectively.
Since our standard strategy is to simulate from equation (5), a mixture with equal weights, some efficiency
will be lost. However, it is reasonable to believe that
the loss of efficiency will be slight in most situations.
This is the case with the MODY example.
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